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Abstract of the PhD research

Every cup of coffee has its story. The entire coffee value chain backing our daily coffee contains a series of events, including post-harvest processing, roasting, and brewing. These events lead coffee from plantation to final beverage, and each of them plays an important role in the final cup quality.

Post-harvest processing is the step to convert freshly harvested coffee cherries to dried coffee seeds, i.e., the green coffee beans. These are the raw materials for roasting, so that their chemical compositions are closely linked to the final cup quality. In recent years, the role of post-harvest processing is brought to the spotlight as a well-recognized factor to change and improve the cup quality. However, the corresponding mechanisms have always remained behind the curtains. Therefore, this study carried out a systematic and comprehensive investigation of coffee post-harvest processing through a metabolomic approach.

Various field experiments on coffee processing were conducted across different coffee varieties and geographical locations (Ecuador and China). At the same time, an extensive analytical platform was established and optimized, enabling a metabolomic study along the whole processing chain. In general, the post-harvest processing of coffee is a dynamic and complex process, during which microbial activities and endogenous bean metabolism take place concurrently and interfere with each other. It turned out that the activities performed by lactic acid bacteria were of great importance, together with the endogenous bean metabolism, such as anaerobic degradation and germination-like activities involving carbohydrates, organic acids, free amino acids and chlorogenic acids, under various abiotic stress factors (hypoxia or drought stress). Switching the processing methods or alternating the processing parameters could modify the metabolite compositions of the processing waters and (green) coffee beans, implying their impacts on both microbial activities and endogenous bean metabolism. For instance, the fermentation duration had a greater impact on the coffee quality, compared to the application of demucilaging instead of depulping of the coffee cherries or the application of a soaking step on the fermented and washed coffee beans. As a result, fine-tuning the processing parameters leaves a great margin for quality improvement, in particular the sensory profile of the brewed coffee.

Further, all this knowledge was implemented to develop a starter culture composed of lactic acid bacterial strains that could valorise the coffee fermentation step and enhance the coffee quality. Multiple coffee-autoclonous strains were selected and screened in a novel coffee mucilage simulation medium, and the candidate strains were implemented during small- and large-scale coffee processing trials in multiple plantations in Ecuador and Brazil with locally available coffee varieties. Based on the starter culture performance, the coffee bean composition, and the sensory quality of the brewed cup, this study narrowed down to two lactic acid bacteria starter culture formulations that could be used to ameliorate the coffee quality and enhance specific sensory notes in-cup.
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